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The link below is a description of the knowledge and theory behind the success Dr. Jeffrey Schwartz

showed in being able to "cool down" the overactive areas of the brain in obsessional thinking ("looping"
on an anxiety ridden idea). lt involves mindfully shifting attention from the distressing and controlling
thought to something else. And he showed in functional scans the "cooling down" of the areas of the
brain involved in obsessionalthoughts, behavior, and associated anxiety.

I was exposed to this technique by a neurofeedback colleague (Neil King), and by reading Schwartz's

book: Neuroplasticitv: The Power of Mental Force. ln his historical and scientific review of
neuroscience of the mind, he made the pointthatthe mind is anchored, and relies to some
indeterminant degree on the brain, and that what we "decide to think" changes our brain and our
experience afterward. Neurofeedback clinicians say it another way: "What fires together wires
together", meaning that what we practice either consciously or unconsciously in our minds, thinking
habits, and intentions actually shapes what our brain naturally does. Philosophers say it yet another
way, but with less hopefulness: "We are what we think". Spiritual people and ancient spiritual traditions
have known for a long time, that a good life involves an intentional "renewing and cleansing of the
mind". Dr. Schwartz helps us with the history and facts that underlie humanity's experiential
knowledge.

Research in brain networks, connectivity, and attention are converging to explain the power of attention
and practice to change brain function in a sustainable way through the doorway of neuroplasticity.

That's delightful, but on to the practical use of this knowledge:

When I was exposed to Dr. Schwartz's "four steps", I was left with a different pneumonic, and I have

used --this more than the pneumonic in the link below -- in my own mindfulness work, and with patients

for obsessional rumination. The link below provides background understanding for this use, and more
specifically for using the four steps to interrupt the obsessions and compulsions of Obsessive

Compulsive Disorder as well as obsessional rumination associated with anxiety and depression :

The four R's:

1.. Recognize -- that I am "looping" (obsessing) on a thought/image/craving
2. Re-label the problem - "the problem" is not the upsetting idea or resisted idea or triggering idea

or image or compulsive urge or craving.... the problem is that I am "looping" on the thoughtl
3. Re-direct my attention away from the looping to an engaging positive

thought/image/feeling...one that is silly or gives me an "inner smile" (One of my personal

favorites is a precious behavior I saw a child do long ago, or an intense image of petting an

animal...imaging the feel of fur or feathers, the sounds. Even feelings of compassion will do.

The key is that the thought be a simply positive thought, not complicated...for example not
about a conflicted relationship or unresolved loss or someone you are grieving. lt can

sometimes be important to use images you won't mind becoming 'contaminated' by their use

as a tool to deal with toxic thinking....so imagining the soothing of someone else's animal, for
example) Having a list of severalor 10 such "topics" and practicing imagining details of them so

you can more readily absorb yourself in recalling them when stressed is a proactive exercise.



4. Repeat as often as possible. After congratulating yourself (deliver some physiologic dopamine
with an inner "ATTA-Girll" or "ATTA-Boyl" cognitive pat on the back", move on into other
activity and other thoughts, and repeat this exercise as often as possible.

This is a natural way to restore your brain, make it resilient to obsessional rumination and addictive

behavior and impulses.

What l've found is that coupling this cognitive technique with the Coherent Breathing technique
developed by HeartMath, used along with the EmWave HRV biofeedback, there is a snowball effect,
The breathing technique does not require the biofeedback, but helps the individual make the shift in

arousal state, and that shift in arousal helps make the attentional shift/ "brain work" more achievable

and -- with practice -- the change in state is almost instantaneous as the breath is softened and slowed.

Remember, optimal breathing helps the brain achieve better perfusion and helps it be in a better
working state so that inhibitory function of the frontal lobe does a better job of controlling attention
and filtering out lfianted thoughts.

The Coherence Technique, to combine with Joseph Schwartz's Four R's Technique

This is the Coherence Technique: ("Heart, Heart, Heart") developed by HeartMath

Heart Focus (Focus in the center of the chest where the heart is)

Heart Breathing (Gently and softly and slowly allow the breath to flow in and-out through that area you

are focusing on. Aim for slower breathing, often optimal rate is a cycle of 11.5 seconds. Think "circular"

trickle of air...don't overbreathe. You don't need much air when sitting in a relaxed state.)

Heart Feeling (Put your mind on a thought that gives you an inner smile, feeling of love, warmth, humor,
kindness, etc. lt should be an uncomplicated positive feeling, like the feeling of a kitten's purr, or that
adorable thing you saw a kid do, or the uncomplicated love of a mentor. Hold that thought UNTIL you

get the inner smile. lsn't it easy to see how well this dove-tails with the Four R's?

You can always add other relaxation / "letting go" techniques like dropping shoulders, drooping eyelids,

warming hands and feet, wiggling fingers and toes on the outbreath, but often the four R's and

softening and slowing the breath are enough to accomplish the state change that supports the
brain/attentional work of "leaving the looping" successfully.

Read bout Dr. Schwartz's Four Steps at this link: http://hope4ocd.com/foursteps. php
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